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Ql: Three flow sensors installed in series on the same
being totalized. All three flow sensors are sized for the
Explain how the total system error is determined at the
two different cases, choose the appropriate measuring

process pipe, with each measurement signal
) same full range of (380 l/min) flow rate.
flow rates of (76 l/min) and (304 l/min) in

devices to measure the error.

( 5 marks)

Q2: Answer one branch of the following questions.

A- Compare between the following measuring devices _A

l- Quartz Gage vs. Piezoresistive Gage
2- Concentric orifice plate vs. Eccentric orifice plate.
3- Active Instruments vs. passive Instruments.
4- Analogue Instruments vs. Digital Instruments.
5- Temperature vs. Thermal Energy

B- Draw block diagram for Generalized Measuring System.

(5 marks)

Q3: Answer two branches of the following questions.

A- As Engineer discuss the following constants and give more than one example.

I - Law of conservation of Energy: Energy cannot be created or destroyed. It can only be transformedfrom one type to another or pissed fro-m one oujectio anottrer.

2-Temperature indicates the average speed of particle motion in a substance.

B - Human brain is the extra sensing and measuring heat device. Explain this application and give example.

c- For any applications using the following instrumentations:

(Venture tube, Wedge meter, bimetallic strip)

(2.5 marks for each branch)
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Ql:

The basic assumption: In Case l,is that the component errors are additive. In Case 2, the
assumption is that the total system error will be the error of the least precise component in the

system. Errors introduced by countertotalizers, which is usually one count, will be neglected.

For the purposes of this equation, the magnetic flowmeter, transmitters, and integrators will
all have +0.5o full-scale (FS) error. The orifice plate will be assumed to have an inaccuracy

of +0.5%o of rate and the error of the turbine flowmeter will be assumed to have an inaccuracy

of +0.25Yu

Q2;A:

1- Principles: APressure ACharge. AVoltage

Applications: measurements with high accuracy, good repeatability, high resolution.

e g. Quartz Clock

l- Principles: APressure : ACharge : AResistance: AVoltage

Applications: Very accurate for small pressure differentials
e.g. Difference between indoor and outdoor pressure

2- The most common orifice plate is the square-edged concentric bored orifice plate. The
concentric bored orifice plate is the dominant design because of its proven reliability
in a variety of applications and the extensive amount of research conducted on this
design. It is easily reproduced at a relatively low cost. It is used to measure a wide
variety of single phase, liquid and gas products, typically in conjunction with flange
taps.

2- Eccentrically bored plates are plates with the orifice off center, or eccentric, as
opposed to concentric. This type of plate is most commonly used to measure fluids
which carry a small amount of non-abrasive solids, or gases with small amounts of
liquid, since with the opening at the bottom of the pipe, the solids and liquids will
carry through, rather than collect at the orifice plate. A higher degree of uncertainty as
compared to the concentric orifice. Eccentric orifice plates are used in many
industries including heavy and light chemicars and petrochemicals.

3- e.g. Float-type petroltank level indicator

3- e.g. Pressure-measuring device

Q2: B:
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Q3: A:
I - When motion of particles increases - so does the temperature and When motion of

particles decreases - so does the temperature.

2- Energy is not a substance, It cannot be weighed, It does not take up space, Energy
describes a condition.

B: Human brain has its own temperature sensor. It monitors your own internal
temperature. If the temperature outside changes, the sensor signals your brain to
release chemicals that will help your body adjust to normal temperature (37"C).

C: A Venturi tube, the fluid is accelerated through a converging cone, inducing
a local pressure drop. An expanding section of the meter then returns the flow to
near its original pressure. These instruments are often selected where it is
important not to create a significant pressure drop and where good accuracy is
required. used when higher velocity and pressure recovery is required. May be
used when a small, constant percentage of solids are present.

Wedge flow meters can be used on just about any liquid or gas, just like orifice
plates. However they are generally chosen for dirty service applications, or high
viscosity applications such as slurry or heavy oil, or where solids are present. For
regular service applications consider other types of meters first unless wedge
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Made of two different metals joined toerexpands more than *. 

",n., ii;r:::i,Tr when the strip is heated one merar
strip can operate a switch that can 1l :"lt more tightly Movemen, 

"iir,.control furnaces...commonly used inthermoshts in homes.
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